By FRANKEL (GB) (2008). European Champion, Classic winner of 14 races in 14 starts of $4,789,144 USA in England, QIPCO Two Thousand Guineas [G1], QIPCO Champion S. [G1], etc. His first foals are 2-year-olds of 2016. Sire of 127 foals, 16 starters, 10 winners of 17 races and earning $462,115 USA, including Queen Kindly (at 2, 2016, $169,098 USA, Sky Bet Lowther S. [G2], etc.), Fair Eva (at 2, 2016, $69,934 USA, Juddmonte Princess Margaret S. [G3], etc.), Cunco (at 2, 2016, $29,379 USA, 3rd Chesham S.), Frankuus (at 2, 2016, 3rd Wooldridge Group Pat Eddery S.), Soul Stirring (at 2, 2016, $68,600 USA), Toulifaut (at 2, 2016, $32,792 USA), Seven Heavens (at 2, 2016, $32,087 USA), Majoris (at 2, 2016, $12,216 USA), Senator (at 2, 2016, $10,166 USA), Aljezeera (at 2, 2016, $5,014 USA).

1st dam
=HEAVEN SENT (GB), by =Pivotal (GB). 6 wins, 3 to 6 in ENG, placed in 2 starts at 4 and 6 in IRE, $647,319 (USA), Stanjames.com Dahlia S. [G3], Stanjamesuk.com Dahlia S. [G3], Compare Odds at Oddschecker.com Snowdrop Fillies’ S., 2nd Coolmore Fusaichi Pegasus Matron S. [G1], Etihad Airways Falmouth S. [G1], Windsor Forest S. [G2] twice, Ridgewood Pearl S. [G3], Wolferton H., etc. Sister to MEGAHertz (GB), =Heavenly Dawn (GB). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners--
=Firmament (GB) (g. by $Cape Cross (IRE)). 4 wins at 2 and 4, 2016 in ENG, $120,895 (USA).
=You’re Hired (GB) (c. by =Dalakhani (IRE)). 2 wins at 3, 2016 in ENG, $53,261 (USA).
=Seven Heavens (GB) (c. by =Frankel (GB)). See below.

2nd dam
HEAVENLY RAY, by Rahy. Winner at 3 and 4 in ENG, $22,594 (USA). Dam of 5 winners--
=HEAVEN SENT (GB) (f. by =Pivotal (GB)). Black type winner, see above.
=Heavenly Dawn (GB) (f. by =Pivotal (GB)). Winner at 3 and 4 in ENG, $27,293 (USA), 3rd E.B.F. Kayf Tara Dick Hern Fillies’ S.
=Orion’s Bow (GB) (g. by =Pivotal (GB)). 7 wins, 3 to 5, 2016 in ENG, $151,749 (USA).
=Heavenward (GB) (c. by =Pivotal (GB)). 5 wins at 4 in GR, placed at 3 in ENG.
=Celestial Ray (GB) (g. by =Pivotal (GB)). Placed at 4 and 5 in ENG, $7,132 (USA).
=Celeste (GB) (f. by Green Desert). Unraced in Great Britain. Dam of--
ENDLESS LIGHT (GB) (f. by =Pivotal (GB)). Winner at 3 and 5 in ENG and NA, $122,035 (USA), Sweet Briar Too S. (WO, $60,000(CAN)), 2nd Ontario Fashion S. [G3] (WO, $30,000(CAN)), Seaway S. [G3] (WO, $30,000(CAN)).

3rd dam
HIGHEST TRUTH, by Alydar. Winner at 2 and 3, $34,575. Sister to BUCKLEY BOY ($251,591, Gallant Fox H. [G2], etc., sire), half-sister to CALL TO HONOR ($151,423 (USA), Stockholm Cup International, etc.). Dam of 4 winners--
Heavenly Ray (f. by Rahy). See above.
Kiplinger (g. by Polish Numbers). 6 wins, 2 to 5, $84,385.
Houston’s M. D. (g. by Houston). 4 wins at 2 and 3, $33,650.
Boundary Hunter (g. by Boundary). 3 wins, 4 to 7, $17,412.
Da Forty Four (g. by Tomorrows Cat). Placed at 3.

4th dam
PLANKTON, by Quack. 14 wins, 2 to 5, $556,497, Ladies H.-G1, Demoiselle S.-G2, Molly Pitcher H.-G2,
=Seven Heavens (GB)
Bay Colt; May 21, 2014

Next Move H.-G3, Affectionately H.-G3 twice, Rare Treat H. twice, Beaugay H., 2nd Coaching Club American Oaks-G1, etc. Dam of 7 winners, including--


CALL TO HONOR (c. by Sir Ivor). 7 wins, 3 to 7 in ENG, NOR and SWE, placed at 6 in GER, $151,423 (USA), Stockholm Cup International, Stockholm Stora Preis, 2nd SFK Faltrittklubbens Jubileumslopning, 3rd Michelets Minnelop [G3], 4th Aral-Pokal [G1].

Peggy Slew (f. by Seattle Slew). Winner at 3 and 4, $43,623.

Alkamar (c. by Ogygian). 5 wins at 3 and 4 in AUT, placed at 3 in SVK, Hwt. older horse at 4 on Austrian Free Hand., 5 - 7 fur.

Meadow Oaks (f. by Meadowlake). 4 wins at 3 and 4, $133,438, 2nd Ellis Park Breeders’ Cup H. [L] (ELP, $21,470).

Highest Truth (f. by Alydar). See above.